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Dynamic range of fluorescence detection and
base-calling accuracy in DNA sequencer based on
single-photon counting

Recently, we developed a family of high-performance automated capillary DNA se-
quencing instruments based on a single-photon detection of fluorescently labeled
DNA fragments. Our machines employ digital and broadband techniques, essential
for achieving superior instrument sensitivity and dynamic range. In the present paper,
we discuss limitations of the instrument’s performance caused by the nonlinearity of
single-photon detectors as well as methods for nonlinearity compensation which
increase the detection dynamic range and base-calling accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Capillary electrophoresis is widely used for the high-
throughput DNA sequencing. Modern commercial se-
quencing machines employ a multicapillary format (ABI
PRIZM-3100, CEQ-2000, ABI PRIZM-3700, MegaBACE).
The highest number of lanes (384) is offered by the
MegaBACE-4000 sequencer. At the same time, several
groups have developed new high-throughput sequencing
machines based on integrated-system technologies and
prepare to overcome the 1000 channel barrier [1–10]. Min-
iaturization of multichannel devices using microfabricated
capillary arrays is another important direction in the devel-
opment of DNA sequencers [11–16]. Practically in all DNA
sequencers, fluorescence labeling techniques are used
for sequence detection. By their technical principle, the
fluorescence detection systems used in current DNA se-
quencing instruments are very similar to those developed
in the mid 1980s–1990s. They excite fluorescence mark-
ers using a laser source and then capture fluorescence
with an analog photodetector (either of photomultiplier
tube (PMT) or CCD type). The obtained signal is then digi-
tized, transferred to a computer, and analyzed to deter-
mine the sequence. There are two major technical short-
comings common to all four-color machines: relatively low
detection sensitivity and relatively narrow dynamic range,
limited by used analog-to-digital conversion circuitry.

A number of extremely sensitive fluorescence detection
techniques are available based on registering single-
photons [17–20] commonly referred to as the single-
photon detection (SPD) techniques. Because of their
complexity and cost, SPD techniques were mostly used
for specialized scientific applications, such as time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy or detection of sin-
gle fluorescent molecules [21–24]. Recently, our research
group has demonstrated the first automated DNA se-
quencing instruments based on SPD technique ([25, 26];
Bilenko et al., submitted). The instruments possess an
ultra high sensitivity and a large detection dynamic range.
In the present article, we will describe the nonlinear be-
havior of SPD systems causing limitations in the instrument
performance. We will also discuss nonlinearity mechan-
isms and different approaches to nonlinearity compensa-
tion which enable a significant increase of the instrument
dynamic range and which improve base-calling accuracy.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Models of nonlinearity in SPDs

2.1.1 SPDs

The SPD, also referred to as single-photon counting
head, is a device that produces single electric pulses as
a response to incident photons (one pulse per one
photon). Single-photon sensitive detectors typically used
for SPDs are either PMTs or avalanche photodiodes
(APD). In the present paper we will focus on PMT-based
SPDs. The block diagram of a typical SPD is shown in
Fig. 1. An incident photon flux impinged onto a photo-
cathode of a PMT produces a stream of short nano-
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Figure 1. Block diagram of an
SPD.

second current pulses on the PMT output. These pulses
are amplified by a fast pulse amplifier. If the amplitude of
an individual pulse exceeds a certain threshold, the pulse
is selected by a comparator and further shaped by a
pulse shaper which produces output voltage pulses of
predetermined width and height. Shaped pulses are
counted by a digital counting circuit. The obtained infor-
mation is transferred to a computer where it is recorded
and processed. In the present article, we will discuss two
SPD systems: commercial single-photon PMT detectors
with built-in pulse processing electronic circuit (Hama-
matsu H6240-02 and H7467; pulse resolution 35 and
70 ns, correspondingly), and an SPD system using PMT
Hamamatsu H7260 with our home-designed electronic
circuit which provides the pulse resolution of about 9 ns.

2.1.2 Models of SPD nonlinearity

In an ideal SPD with zero pulse width, the output pulse
rate is strictly proportional to the incident light intensity
I(t) for any intensity in the interval 0 � I � �:

Rideal (t) � I(t) (1)

The number of pulses registered per time interval has
Poisson distribution. Time intervals between consecutive
pulses are distributed exponentially with a mean value
�� � 1�Rideal. In contrast to ideal devices, real SPDs always
have limited temporal resolution mostly because of the
finite width of the electric pulses produced in response
to incident photons. Therefore, there is a minimum time
interval between two consecutive incident photons that
can be individually registered by the SPD. Increase in the
photon arrival rate causes growth of the percentage of lost
counts and, therefore, nonlinearity of the SPD response.
An accurate mathematical description of SPD character-
istics in a wide range of nonlinearity is extremely difficult
due to the complexity of the physical processes in PMT
and amplification circuits. Below, we consider three sim-
plified models which describe nonlinear behavior of differ-
ent SPD types.

2.1.2.1 Fixed ‘dead’ time model (Model I)

This model represents the classic approach to SPD
analysis. The model assumes that after each registered
photon there is a fixed ‘dead’ time �d. All photons, arriving

during �d after the registered photon, are ignored by the
detection system. This system’s behavior is caused by a
specific design of the SPD electronic circuit: once trig-
gered by the first arrived photon, the circuit discards
electric pulses produced by all following photons which
arrive during the fixed dead-time interval �d. Statistical
properties of the output data are discussed in detail in
[27]. The relationship between registered count rate Rreg

and true count rate Rideal is expressed as:

Rreg � Rideal

1 � �dRideal
(2)

Analysis of Eq. (2) shows, that Rreg � 1/�d at Rideal � �,
which means saturation of the registered count at high
photon arrival rates. The above equation can be easily
inverted into a form convenient for linearization of SPD
output data:

Rideal � Rreg

1 � �dRreg
(3)

The simplicity of the equation which relates true count
Rideal and registered count Rreg makes this model attrac-
tive for application in computational linearization algo-
rithms.

2.1.2.2 Fixed temporal resolution model
(Model II)

This model was proposed in [28] for the description of
the ultrafast SPD systems designed and implemented
by our research group in the course of the development
of DNA sequencer based on SPD (Bilenko et al., sub-
mitted). This model is applicable to photon counting
circuits which do not comprise the pulse shaper. Such a
circuit design can be used for decreasing the circuit
response time and increasing the SPD dynamic range.
In such systems two consecutive photons can only be
counted if the time interval between their arrivals is
larger than certain time �res. All the photons following
the one that starts the interval �res and falling into the �res

are lost (not registered by the detection system). How-
ever, in contrast to the fixed dead-time model, each lost
photon becomes a starting point for a new interval �res.
Thus, effective “dead” time of the SPD in this model
depends on the count rate. Once the time interval after
arrival of a photon exceeds �res, the system is ready for
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the registration of the next arriving photon. The relation-
ship between registered count rate Rreg and the true
count rate Rideal is expressed as:

Rreg = Rideal exp {� �res Rideal} (4)

(see Addendum 1, p. 1192 for derivation of the Eq. 4).
The maximum photocount rate which can be registered
by the system is

Rmax reg = 1/(e�res) (5)

This rate is observed at the ideal count rate

Rmax ideal = 1/�res (6)

Further increase in photon arrival rate R leads to the
reduction in the registered photocount rate. We define
nonlinearity L% of the SPD system as:

L� � Rideal � Rreg

Rideal
100� (7)

Thus, nonlinearity L% is zero for Rideal = Rreg. According to
the fixed temporal resolution model, SPD system regis-
ters its maximum count at nonlinearity L% = 61.4% for
any �res.

2.1.2.3 Combined model (Model III)

This model combines the features of both previous mod-
els. The photon registration system can be described as
having two states: “high” and “low”. Transition from “low”
to “high” state represents the count registration event.
After a photon is registered, the system stays for �H in
“high” state and then returns to the “low” state. Similarly
to the fixed time resolution model, photons, arriving when
the registration system is already in its “high” state extend
the system stay in the “high” state. If no photons arrive
during the time interval �H, the registration system returns
to its “low” state. After the transition to the “low” state the
system discards all photons which arrive during the per-
iod of �L. After this, the system registers the first arrived
photon which simultaneously causes the system’s transi-
tion from “low” to “high” state. Thus, while the system
“lifetime” in the “high” state, �H depends on the intensity
of the incident photon flux, the “low” state “lifetime” �L is
intensity-independent. This type of system behavior is
characteristic to SPD systems having no pulse shaper in
the amplifying circuit and having certain delay time due
to a comparator fall time. The relationship between regis-
tered count Rreg and true count Rideal rate in the combined
model is:

Rreg � Rideal

�LRideal � exp �HRideal� � (8)

(see Addendum 2, p. 1192 for derivation of the Eq. 8). This
function reaches its maximum

Rmax reg = 1/(�L � e�H) (9)

at true photocount rate

Rmax ideal = 1/�H

Corresponding nonlinearity

L� � 1 � k
1 � ek

� �
100�

where k = �H/�L.

In particular case when �L = �H

L� � e
1 � e

100� � 73�1� (10)

Figure 2a presents a nonlinear SPD response which is cal-
culated using Eqs. (3), (4), and (8) for the above three
models. The characteristics of Models I and II were calcu-
lated using �d = �res = 70 ns and for Model III we used �H =
�L = 35 ns. The plots show the close match between all
three curves at low count rates. The difference in the
registered count rate between Models II and I (Fig. 2b)
does not exceed 1% for nonlinearity below 15%. For
Models III and I the difference in registered count rate

Figure 2. (a) Monte-Carlo simulation of the SPD re-
sponse for three nonlinearity models. �d = �res = 70 ns for
Models I and II, �H = �L = 35 ns for Model III. (b) Difference
in registered count rate between Model I and Models II
and III.
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stays below 1% up to 25% nonlinearity. Thus, for non-
linearity within 15% range, the simple Model I can be
used for approximation of SPD systems described by
more complex models.

2.2 Methods for characterization of
single-photon counters

Experimental characterization of an SPD includes meas-
urement of its count rate depending on an incident photon
flux, selection of a model, and evaluation of the model
parameters. Model selection is performed by analyzing
the SPD circuits. Model parameters can be obtained
either from specially designed calibration experiments or
extracted from measured SPD characteristics using the
best fit between measured characteristics and a selected
model. Below we consider two SPD characterization
methods.

2.2.1 Statistical distribution analysis method

This method is based on the fact that limited temporal
resolution of an SPD causes deviation of the shape of
probability density function (PDF) of the SPD output data
from the shape of Poisson distribution. The probability
density function can be obtained for any fixed illumination
intensity by recording the SPD output count and comput-
ing its histogram. The intensity of the incident light at the
SPD input must be high enough for the SPD to operate in
the nonlinear region of its characteristics, and the length
of the data set must be sufficient to obtain a high quality
histogram. The description and analysis of algorithms
which implement the method are presented in [28]. A
series of guesses about the ‘dead’ time value ��d is made
and a theoretical histogram is calculated for each ��d. The
value of ��d that provides minimum mismatch between
experimental and theoretical histograms is selected as
an estimate of the system ‘dead’ time. Testing of the
method showed that it provides appropriate quality esti-
mates when the SPD operates with nonlinearity over
3%. Unfortunately, the equation for theoretical PDF that
describes the statistical properties of the output data of
an SPD is available only for the system described by
Model I. For Models II and III the method can only be
applied for nonlinearity varying within a narrow percent
range.

2.2.2 Best fit method

In this method, the model parameters are extracted from
measured SPD characteristics using the best fit between
obtained characteristics and the selected model. It is
important to note that the direct measurement of SPD

characteristics in the range from 1000 to 100 million
counts per second (cps) is a rather complicated task
since it requires an accurate measurement of incident
light intensity in 50 dB dynamic range with �1% accu-
racy. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we designed
a special experimental setup recording pairs of data
points keeping constant a ratio of used light intensity
values (if nth pair is recorded using intensities In and wIn,
then (n � 1)th pair is recorded using light intensities In�1

and wIn�1, where w is a constant). The experimental setup
used to obtain such data comprised a stabilized laser
light source, a set of neutral optical filters, a fixed ratio
attenuator and a slot for calibrated photodetector. The
set of filters was used to select intensity In in wide range.
The attenuator that allows a switch between two trans-
mission coefficients 1 and w, is positioned in front of the
photodetector and is used to form data pairs (In, wIn). Total
N pairs of data points are recorded at various light inten-
sities over the whole dynamic range of the SPD. Let us
assume that rate values Rreg n1 and Rreg n2 belonging to
the nth pair and are recorded with light intensities In and
wIn, where n � [1, N]. We denote the direct and inverted
characteristics of SPD given by the selected model as
f (�) and f�1 (�):

Rreg = f(R̂ideal) (11)

R̂ideal = f�1(Rreg) (12)

Then, the ratio wn of estimates of ideal count rate R̂ideal n1

and R̂ideal n2 for nth pair of values can be expressed as:

wn �
�Rideal n2

�Rideal n1
� f�1 Rreg n2

� �
f�1 Rreg n1

� � (13)

Parameters of the model are chosen by minimization of
the sum of absolute values of deviations of wn from its
median value wMED:
�N

n�1

wn � wMED� � � min (14)

While closed form representation for f�1(�) can be easily
found for Model I, estimates of R̂ideal for Models II and III
can be obtained only numerically.

2.3 Nonlinearity compensation

Compensation of the nonlinearity of SPD systems can be
performed numerically by computing an estimated ideal
photocount rate R̂ideal using measured values of rate Rreg.
For Model I, alinearization procedure can be performed
for registered count rates in the range of Rreg�D � 1.
For SPD systems described by Models II and III lineariza-
tion is only possible in the range of count rates in which
the characteristics are growing monotonously, i.e., in the
range limited by Rideal � [0, Rmax ideal] and Rreg � [0, Rmax reg].
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The computational procedure used for linearization is
based on implementation of Eq. (12). Note that each mod-
el will be characterized by a specific characteristic f.
While linearization for Model I can be easily implemented
(Eq. 3), Models II and III require more complicated numer-
ical computational algorithms for inversion of Eqs. (4)
and (8).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization of SPDs

3.1.1 Measurement of characteristics of SPDs

The experimental setup used for measurement com-
prised a stabilized light source coupled to SPD through
a calibrated tunable attenuator via optical fibers. The
attenuator with a built-in set of neutral optical filters pro-
vided attenuation in the range from 0 to 90 dB. Registered
values of photocount rate versus attenuation coefficient
are shown in Fig. 3. In order to extract model parameters
and apply linearization algorithms, monotonously increas-
ing regions of measured SPD characteristics were approxi-
mated using the described models.

Figure 3. Measured characteristics of three single-
photon counting heads Hamamatsu H7467, H6240-02,
and H7260 PMT versus attenuation of the controlled light
source.

3.1.2 Model selection

Hamamatsu H6240-02 and H7467 single photon counting
heads: The behavior of these SPDs is primarily deter-
mined by the properties of built-in pulse shapers. Both
SPDs exhibit saturation of the registered count rate at
high illumination intensities. Therefore, we have con-
cluded that both devices fall into the category described

by the Model I. Hamamatsu 7260 single photon counting
head: The electronic circuit of the SPD based on PMT
H7260 was designed by us to obtain the fastest device
response using commercial microcircuits. The circuit
does not contain a pulse shaper and its response time is
primarily determined by the raise/fall time characteristic
of the fast comparator used in the SPD amplifier. Oscillo-
grams of the output signal at the PMT and comparator
terminals are shown in Fig. 4. The recording was per-
formed at counting rates in the range of 5�107�7�107

Figure 4. Oscillograms of output signals from PMT
(Hamamatsu H7260) (negative pulses at the top of the
screen) and after the comparator (positive pulses at the
bottom of the screen). (a) Illustrates merging of pulses
with time �H between them when the comparator is in its
‘high’ state, which is typical behavior for Model II system.
(b) Illustrates loss of pulses falling into �L following the
transition of the comparator to its ‘low’ state, which is
typical to the behavior of Model I.
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counts per second using Tektronix TDS 7404 Digital
Oscilloscope. Output of the PMT is represented by nega-
tive polarity pulses at the top of the screen and the output
of the comparator is shown as positive pulses at the
bottom of the screen. The plots show merging pulses
with time less than �H when the comparator is in its ‘high’
state (Fig. 4a) and missing pulses fall into �L in its ‘low’
state, demonstrating behavior typical for Model III.

3.1.3 Parameter estimation

An estimation of model parameters was performed using
the ‘best fit’ method. The parameters of Model I were esti-
mated using experimental data obtained from SPD’s
H7467 and H6240-02. The results of the fitting are shown
in Figs. 5a and c. The best fit was achieved for the model
with ‘dead’ time �d = 58 ns for H7467 and �d = 42 ns for
H6240-02, correspondingly. Figures 5b and d show the

percent difference D between the approximating model
and experimental data points. Mismatch D between data
points and approximated characteristics of H6240-02
does not exceed 2.5% with overall mean square error
MSE = 1.53 in the range of nonlinearity up to 60%.
Model I describes characteristics of H7467 with MSE =
2.69. Comparison of Figs. 5b and d shows that for both
SPDs Model I provides a good fit of characteristics. We
fitted both Model I and Model III to data points obtained
from H7260 SPD. The results are presented in Fig. 6. The
best fit was achieved using Model I with �d = 9 ns (Fig. 6a).
Model III gave the best fit with parameters �H = 3.52 ns
and �L = 4.22 ns (Fig. 6c). The comparison of Figs. 6b
and d shows significant advantages of Model III over
Model I. The mismatch given by using Model III does
not exceed 5% with MSE = 0.67 in the whole range of
nonlinearity up to 80%, whereas mismatch obtained
with Model I reaches 13% at the top of the region with
MSE = 2.28.

Figure 5. Fitting of measured data points for (a) H7260 and (c) H624002 detectors to Model I and deviation of data points
from the approximating models (b) H7260 and (d) H6240-02.
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Figure 6. Fitting of (a) Model I and (c) Model III to measured data points from Hamamatsu H7260 detection head and
deviation of data points from approximating models (b) Model I and (d) Model III.

3.2 Cross-talk linearization in DNA sequencing
data processing

In DNA sequencing, four traces of data, corresponding to
four spectral ranges of detected fluorescence signal, are
used to perform a base-calling. Cross-talk between chan-
nels due to numerous factors causes correlation between
the traces [30]. Linear transformation is commonly used
to remove the channel cross-talk. Obviously, nonlinearity
of the photodetector causes a distortion of the recorded
data and introduces inaccuracy into the cross-talk re-
moval procedure. In order to eliminate the data distortion
introduced by the SPD nonlinearity and restore the base-
calling accuracy, we used the linearization technique
described in the previous sections.

Figure 7 shows the effect of linearization on cross-talk
matrix at different photocount rates. The data set was
recorded using SBS-2000 sequencer [26] and H7467

Figure 7. Drift of measured Mkm and linearized MLIN
km matrix

coefficients with increase of registered RLIN
k max count rate

and corresponding growth of nonlinearity L% in the system.
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detector. A sample containing a rhodamine dye diluted in
distilled water was placed in the capillary. A Nd:YAG laser
(532 mn) was used for fluorescence excitation. The illumi-
nation intensity was varied using optical filters at the laser
output. The excited fluorescence signal passed through
a rotating filter wheel comprising four band-pass filters
(545 � 5 nm, 560 � 5 nm, 590 � 5 nm, 610 � 5 nm),
and values of count rate Rkm were obtained through each
of the four filters (m = 1,2,3,4) at intensity level k and
recorded by a computer in four different channels. Due
to a certain shape of the dye emission spectrum, the ratio
of fluorescence intensity in any particular spectral channel
to maximum fluorescence intensity (always obtained
through 560 nm filter) remained constant for low illumina-
tion intensities (in the linear detection range). For higher
illumination intensities corresponding to SPD nonlinear
behavior (nonlinearity exceeding 15%), the ratio of fluo-
rescence intensity in different channels deviated from its
linear value (see Fig. 7). In order to compensate the non-
linearity effect we used Model I with the parameter �d =
58 ns. A linearized value of the counting rate RLIN

km for
each measured value Rkm was calculated using Eq. (3).
Recorded and linearized data values were normalized for
each intensity level to the count rate value Rk max obtained
in the channel with maximum fluorescence signal:

Mkm � Rkm

Rk max
, Rk max = max {Rk1, Rk2, Rk3, Rk4} (15)

MLIN
km � RLIN

km

RLIN
k max

, RLIN
km max = max

�
RLIN

k1 , RLIN
k2 , RLIN

k3 , RLIN
k4

�
(16)

Values of Mkm and MLIN
km , m = 1, 2, 3, 4 represent a column

of the cross-talk matrix estimated for one dye at the
light intensity level k. Figure 7 shows values of Mkm and
MLIN

km versus count rate Rk max and RLIN
k max. It is important

to emphasize, that the distortion of the transfer matrix
will be larger for spectral ranges which correspond to the
tail of the fluorescence emission spectrum (see Fig. 7).
This is due to the dependence of the SPD nonlinearity
on the count rate. Indeed, for smaller count rates, non-
linearity will be insignificant while it will be substantial for
higher count rates. Obviously, this will affect the normal-
ized fluorescence response Mkm (the higher the difference
between Rkm and Rk max, the bigger the distortion of the
cross-talk matrix will be). Analysis of Fig. 7 shows that
while nonlinearity above 15% substantially affects the
cross-talk matrix obtained using nonlinearized data, line-
arization allows recovering the matrix values accurately
for nonlinearity up to 60–80%.

In conclusion we have described nonlinear behavior and
performance limitations of fluorescence detection sys-
tems based on single-photon counting. Experimental
methods, physical models, and computational methods

for nonlinearity characterization, modeling, and compen-
sation have been proposed enabling accurate description
of SPD nonlinear behavior. We have demonstrated a non-
linear distortion of the cross-talk matrix caused by the
SPD nonlinearity and implemented a data processing
routine which enabled an accurate restoration of the
cross-talk matrix for nonlinearity up to 50–60%.
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Addendum 1

Derivation of characteristics for Model II: PDF of time
� between consecutive arriving photons fT(�) have the
exponential distribution:

fT(�) = R exp {�R�} (A1.1)

where R is rate of photon arrival. For SPD with temporal
resolution �res, probability that each individual photon is
registered Preg at photon arrival rate R:

Preg� PT �� ��res	� R
�

�res

exp �R�� �d� � exp �R�res�� (A1.2)

Then the rate of registered photons is found as

Rreg = Preg R = R exp{�R�res} (A1.3)

Addendum 2

Derivation of characteristics for Model III: In this model,
the system is defined as having two states: ‘high’ state,
characterized by resolution �H, and ‘low’ state with
‘dead’ time �L. Effective ‘dead’ time in ‘high’ state can
be found as

��H � Ploss��� P2
loss��� P3

loss��� � � � � ��
�

n�1

Pn
loss (A2.1)

where �� � R�1 is mean value of intervals between arriving
photons, and Ploss is the probability of count loss in a sys-
tem with temporal resolution �H at the photon arrival rate
R, that can be found from Eq. (A1.2) as

Ploss = 1 � Preg = 1 � exp {�R�H} (A2.2)

Substituting Eq. (A2.2) into Eq. (A2.1) gives closed form
expression for ��H:

���H � ��
�

n�1

1� exp �R�H� �� n � exp R�H� ��1
R

(A2.3)

Effective ‘dead’ time of the system ��D combines effective
‘dead’ time of the system in ‘high’state ��H and ‘dead’ time
of the system in ‘low’ state �L:

��D = ��H� �L (A2.4)

Then, substituting �D by ��D in Eq. (2) we obtain expression
for Rreg:

Rreg � R
1� ��DR

� R
R�L� �exp R�H� � (A2.5)


